STONE CITY | ZEN
Textures design Marco Piva for Kreoo
The two new textures designed by Marco Piva for Kreoo are born from the incessant search for
new possible interpretations of marble. By playing on the refined contrast between engraving
and manufacturing techniques, we find a fine counterpoint of lights and shadows, full and empty
volumes, soft and decisive lines, which transform an apparently linear material into a threedimensional design element.
Both Stone City and Zen are modular natural stone decorations in 60 x 60 cm format, 2 cm thick,
fabricated with refined milling technologies with a cutting-edge CNC machine, to be then
completed with a careful handcrafted finish, rigorously done by hand.
STONE CITY: Marble skyline
Stone City is a texture evoking the skyline of a metropolis, represented
with spatial simplicity and volumetric rigor, in a figurative urban grid of
stone, with a playful contrast between different depths and heights. The
engraving of marble is a strong graphic sign that recalls the architectural
environment of an imaginary Down Town, in a game of symmetries,
contrasts and lights.
Stone City's play of geometry finds its preferential application in projects
where marble and light are in perfect harmony, two physical elements in complete
communication and mutual exaltation.
Stone City is modular natural stone decoration, provided in 60 x 60 cm format, 2 cm thick.
Available finishes: Bianco del Re – Bianco Sivec –Persian Grey – Nero Marquina – Grigio
Bardiglio Light

ZEN: Meditation in waves
Zen's lines are a celebration of the sinuosity of nature, the softness of the
sea waves or the dunes of a desert of sand, an asymmetrical fluidity that
instills a feeling of calm tranquility and connection to the earth.
A refined modulation enhanced by the processing of the material at
different depths, with a play of reliefs that interacts with the veined
textures of natural marble.
Zen is a modular decoration in natural stone, supplied in sizes cm. 60x60,
thickness cm. 2.
Available materials Bianco del re – Crema Marfil – Persian Grey – Nero Marquina - Travertino
Navona Travertino Titanium
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